The Alpha Tau Chapter of Kappa Sigma Fraternity saw another successful year get kicked off with a fall pledge class of twenty-four outstanding young men. Intramural competition provided the usual athletic successes in football and ultimate frisbee, and the brothers still made sure that time was set aside to maintain a fine scholastic tradition. After overcoming setbacks in recent years, Kappa Sigma can now see chapter improvement in all areas.

On the road again . . . Don’t sweat the load . . . AEKΔB, the snowman . . . The Mandingo Trio vs. the Midnight Raiders . . . Meet the dumpster . . . Pfftftft . . . Slabberhogger . . . Boxers . . . Hurtin’ Unit . . . 2x4 . . . Tasmanian she-devil . . . Interlude . . . AEKΔB!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Waterslide adds fun to spring. TV draws attention during dinner. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Couple relaxes in the cool water. Kappa Sig wreck cruises Fowler St. Will Boyd scampers around the end.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Choppers Finish Highest in Homecoming Competition
The Beta Kappa chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha started another fine year off with the association of forty new men to their organization, putting their total membership over 125 brothers. In addition to a great rush, the brothers became more involved in community projects by raising money for the Ronald McDonald House during the North Carolina football game. Lambda Chi also held its annual Halloween Party for the Techwood community children. As for fund raising, the actives placed first once again in the Georgia Tech Alumni Roll Call in the spring and raised $25,000 for Leukemia in the fall.

Sports at Lambda Chi Alpha had several bright spots with the racquetball team winning the school championship and the volleyball team taking first place honors in the Gold League. The social program at the Lambda Chi house continued with band parties in the fall that kept the brothers hopping. A Panama City Beach run in the spring also helped entertain the chapter.

The big accomplishment this past year was the first place finish in the overall Georgia Tech Homecoming Competition. Brothers placed first in the display contest, first in the contraption division, and second in the classic car and fixed body division of the Ramblin' Reck parade to wrap up the competition.

Sports at Lambda Chi Alpha had several bright spots with the racquetball team winning the school championship and the volleyball team taking first place honors in the Gold League. The social program at the Lambda Chi house continued with band parties in the fall that kept the brothers hopping. A Panama City Beach run in the spring also helped entertain the chapter.

The big accomplishment this past year was the first place finish in the overall Georgia Tech Homecoming Competition. Brothers placed first in the display contest, first in the contraption division, and second in the classic car and fixed body division of the Ramblin' Reck parade to wrap up the competition.
"In the Beginning" there was Snoozy, Que Bear, Dr. Que Yang, Action Que, Cosmic Que, Heavy Hand, Ebony Que, Dr. Psycho... Then came "Super Six" Off Que, Temptein, Metal Madness, Arrow Que, Street, Que Rock... Through the darkness shines a light "Renaissance" Bruso, Sultan Swat, Macho Que, line brother 31, the nastiest Que of them all... There were five who dared journey on the "Oddyssey" Starbaby, Cartier, Iron Man, Cassanova, Geronimo... There were those who watched and waited to begin their journey across the burning desert. "Over the Hill Gang" Hercules, Ice Que, Smile E-The Dude, Frigid Heat... Anixi Trilogy figure it out. Que-Suassion, Peck, Top trump — he can’t be beat. ... The men of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., Delta Kappa Chapter... To all our lovely sweethearts, words cannot fully express the love and respect we have for each of you. There will always be a special place in our hearts for the ladies of Omega Psi Phi... To our sisters, the ladies of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. Xi Alpha Chapter, together we can unlock doors that have been closed for far too long "Friendship is essential to the soul." ... To all the Greeks, we hope the paths you chose for yourselves have been as good to you as Omega has been to us.
As always, the Georgia Delta Chapter of Phi Delta Theta had as its goal, excellence in the categories that it felt were important. That strive for excellence continued in spring quarter of 1981 when the chapter won the Frank Carter Award for the outstanding Phi Delt chapter in Georgia and Alabama for the fourth year in a row. Scholastically, Phi Delta Theta returned to the upper third of fraternities in overall GPA.

For the new school year, Phi Delt desired to equal several past accomplishments while surpassing others. Athleticly, Phi Delta Theta had as its goal the regaining of the football crown that it last held in 1978, while successfully defending the fraternity basketball title that it has held for two of the last three years. In community service, Phi Delta Theta planned to outdo its third place finish in the Leukemia Drive while continuing its service to the Salvation Army. In campus activities, Phi Delta Theta was proud to have the highest Greek representation in quite some time in Tech's highest honorary, ANAK. Phi Delts remained well represented in other areas, particularly on Georgia Tech's athletic teams. Phi Delts participated and starred in football, track, swimming, golf, tennis, baseball, and gymnastics.

Phi Delta Theta has traditionally placed importance on the social aspects of its members, and that legend still lives. Band parties, beach trips, Friday afternoon parties on the sundeck, and socials with sororities from Tech, Georgia, and Auburn are combined with the Bowery Ball to give the brothers of Phi Delta Theta a taste of the good life. Finally, this commitment to excellence on the part of Phi Delta Theta was assured of lasting another four years with the addition of four carryover pledges from spring and eighteen more this fall.
Georgia Delta Garners Regional Best Chapter Award
Landscaping Project Marks A New Era for Chapter
Spring quarter marked the last hurrah for Gamma Tau's traditional Island Party. The party gave way to a plan for better utilization of the chapter's backyard, which became a reality through overwhelming alumni support. By fall, the usual leftover clay mudhole was replaced with a landscaped backyard complete with shrubs, sundeck, and barbeque pit. The addition helped carry a spirited Fiji house through a combined spring/fall rush which netted thirty pledges.

Other large projects occupied the Fiji brothers throughout the fall including the usual strong participation in the IFC Drive. Fundraising activities counted roadblocking, a golf tournament, the annual run to Athens, and the Ugliest Bartender among their number. A serious rededication to scholarship was undertaken with a major emphasis on pledge academic achievement. Fijis also expanded their growing little sister program.

Talented pledges and hard work helped Gamma Tau to field exceptionally good basketball, swimming, and racquetball teams during the intramural season. Undoubtedly though, the chapter's proudest athletic accomplishment was in capturing the school championship in ultimate frisbee at the end of a season characterized by sheer spirit and determination. Phi Gamma Delta again held its invitational basketball tournament in order to warm up the fraternity intramural competition. In addition, Gamma Tau sent fans to many swimming and wrestling meets to cheer on chapter brothers in Georgia Tech varsity athletics.

Clermont “T” — another keg for the AXO’s... Yo Tom, Blondie was askin' bout you again sugar... She's a Phi Gamma Mamma... The T-Head shuffle returns — UUURRAHH!... What time is the 5:10 meal tonight?... Oh Lord, Merlin is after the birds again... Clo De Do... We want cable, Mommy... and now, Paco and the Supremes... Deal with your dumps... Welcome to the FIJI menagerie — J.R., Scooter, Merlin, and Birds... that's five!... UUURRAHH! Swift, Silent, and Deadly... Here come Biffy and Buffy again... Brush fire! I wonder how that started... Geez, animal musta had a tough day.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Terance Forehand lays one up over his opponent. Bob White, Elizabeth Van Valin, and Mark Garland enjoy a band party at the house. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Dean Mellow and Tom Grieser entertain a guest in the kitchen. Jimmy Jarrard and Greg Jordan pull Mike Bombard during Greek Week.
The Alpha Nu chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma signaled the beginning of the year with a successful rush. Stressing their diverse interests, the Skulls inducted sixteen new members.

In spite of their diversity, however, the Skulls maintain a strong sense of solidarity. Combining both these elements, the brothers were able to enjoy a creative and productive year. Homecoming, Greek Week, and various socials provided a welcome change from the intense Phi Kap academic program. Also, involvement in community projects, such as the Interfraternity Council Leukemia Drive, were among their other activities.

Athletics also play a major role at the Skullhouse. Although the brothers participated in nearly all sports, soccer remained as their specialty. This year's soccer season was no exception and was, as usual, outstanding. Softball also produced a winning team as the Phi Kaps placed first in their division.

Lambchop roast ... Z.D. Coffin ... Drop Day! ... Disco-sickness ... crazy climber (oh no!) ... Deterboni ... Choo-choo? ... Where's Milleski? ... Gorf ... the Rhine ... I dare anyone to shave my moustache.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Foosball is enjoyed at a party. The Skulls ride their wreck in the parade. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: A jump shot nets two. Competition gets serious. The bartender whips up more drinks.
Fall Rush produced sixteen outstanding associate members, as well as doubling Alpha Rho's Little Sister membership. The chapter continued to strengthen its image on campus. The pledge grade point average for spring quarter reached an overwhelming 3.6. During the summer, the brothers relandscaped the front lawn and replaced the front sidewalk. For Homecoming, the brother engineers, and an architect, built an admirable display and a winning rekr for the highest alumni turnout in years.

Eric, you're just a Doge ... C'mon Dave, give us a break ... the banner ... Tom? the Jim ... That's really but ... Five a day and six on Sundays ... and there was much rejoicing ... ease up!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Phi Kap pledges, Rob Poovey and Brad Smith, enjoy watching the game from the Rat section. Brothers hit the water in the tug-o-war competition. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: An Olympian gulps down goldfish crackers. A brother chugs a Mello Yellow. Even modern day Greeks sometimes wear togas at a party.
The Gamma Tau chapter of Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity started this fall with an emphasis on academic performance and good athletic teams.

Fall quarter marked the addition of ten fine young men, all Phi Kap material and eleven lovely young ladies to the membership of Phi Kappa Theta. After a quarter of extensive house renovation projects, the house was found to be in the best condition ever. The completion of a remodeled house and the new pledges and little sisters brought the fraternity to its highest level yet.

In addition, Phi Kaps can now boast of a high degree of campus involvement, as the brothers and little sisters are represented in many campus organizations and their presence is more noticeable than ever.

Phi Kappa Theta looks forward to an event-filled future with a new house as their next major goal. In the meantime, a variety of parties help members remain happy to be a part of Phi Kappa Theta.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A little sister adjusts a brother's goggles at a costume party. Tricky stick work is used against an opponent. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The wreck moves down the parade route. Brothers enjoy mixed drinks at a party. Todd Steiner passes for long yardage.
The Kappa Deuteron chapter of Phi Sigma Kappa enjoyed another outstanding year in all areas of fraternity life. With the help of a pledge class with a 3.1 GPA, the Phi Sigs earned the Interfraternity Council's most improved scholarship award for the fall, and ranked in the top five among the Tech Greeks.

Along with academics, the chapter also excelled greatly in athletics. In the winter, the basketball team went undefeated in Tornado League play, and advanced easily into the playoffs. In the fall, the Phi Sigs again showed their physical skills by winning their division on the football field.

To demonstrate the great "Phi Sig" spirit, the chapter participated with immense enthusiasm in Homecoming, Greek Week, and the Leukemia drive.

Throughout the year, the chapter continued to grow and gain campus recognition, but the brotherhood still remained as close as ever.

---

**Top, Left to Right:** Mark Thoeny plays with Fred the Hound. Chip Kelly and John Gilbreath move to the music. Hal Isgette and Bonnie Crammel enjoy the Homecoming Formal. Brad Warner adds pomps to the Homecoming display. **Bottom:** Richard Pearson goes in for a lay-up.
Pi Kappa Alpha continued to excel in all phases of fraternity life. This was evident in the Pikes’ athletic endeavors. A school championship in Cross Country, fraternity championships in Football, Tennis, and Track, along with playoff teams in Basketball, Soccer, Volleyball and Hockey enabled IKA to win the IFC Athletic Trophy. Pi Kappa Alpha recognized these efforts by awarding Alpha Delta the 1980-81 Athletic Award.

IKA showed its strength in activities by adding one more win in a string of Greek Week victories. By raising funds for the Leukemia Society of Georgia and the American Cancer Society, along with many brothers holding positions of leadership in various campus activities, the Pikes were again able to retain the IFC Activities Trophy.

Improved scholarship, together with an outstanding pledge class of 30 men, will help Pi Kappa Alpha “widen the gap” and carry on the traditional ways of building brotherhood.

Social Bah ... Muy Largo ... Tide Slide ... Herschal’s Walker ... Elephant Walk ... Huge Jack’Aints ... Pike Abuse ... Funnels! ... incredibly obnoxious and intellectually vacuous ... Dinner with Petit ... Abridged Tales ... Hoover Girls Head Party ... Bunnies and Dean Dull ... We Rule Faset ’Aints ... Party Animals ... Watertube Innerpolo ... Storm Draining ... Give Spike a Brownie ... You snooze, you lose ... Pike Week ... Get on the M Train ... the Pi Kappa Alpha Legend Lives.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A brother concentrates on pomping. A Pike goes in for two points. Everyone has a good time at the house parties. BOTTOM: A brother shares a joke at the formal.
With a commitment to excellence, the brothers of Iota Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi further deepened their pride in the fraternity as the chapter had one of its finest years to date. In every facet of the fraternity, improvement was made. The brothers pulled down the "Most Improved Scholarship" honors two quarters during the past year. The pledge class of twenty-five exceeded all expectations for quality. And the strides in the chapter's athletic program, especially in football and basketball, showed the balance of the commitment.

Fall quarter was highlighted by the Homecoming formal, held at the Sheraton-Atlanta, with the band Tel-Star. Winter quarter brought Rose Ball, the main formal, at the Sheraton-Airport. Through the year there were various theme parties and sorority mixers to help ease the tensions of school. The active little sisters program continued at full force, dominated by the chapter's Agnes Scott connection. Add that to the fraternity's high degree of campus leadership with student government and publications and that excellence is apparent.

DSB's . . . months of preparation . . . don't use the F-word . . . Brazilians in room 13 . . . honk on Bobo . . . she's old news . . . it doesn't fit the new image . . . Swing Big D Blue . . . Vote No — Proposition E . . . depikappification . . . hit me, kick me, make love in pain . . . EEEEEORRRR, EEEEEORRRRR . . . 8-6 . . . swill wench . . . Agnes only grows in her sleep . . . it'll never work, people will die . . . I'm gonna set some people free . . . pidgeon gram . . . he's goin' down, he's outta there . . . rattle, rattle, here come the cattle . . . 29 cents a pound . . . 8-0 . . . hatchet to the medulla . . . beached whale party . . . PUSH-a-thon.
House Saved and Immediate Improvements Made
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The Gamma Tau Chapter of Psi Upsilon began its eleventh year this fall with a renewed spirit of optimism as the chapter was granted a Variance by the City of Atlanta enabling the brothers to continue to call Tenth St. their home. As a result, improvements were immediately made on the house including the construction of a new parking lot as well as a refurbishing of the house interior.

Fall rush brought the chapter a solid pledge class and greatly strengthened Psi U's Little Sister program. These positive additions coupled with a full social calendar including the now traditionally riotous Psi U Founder's Day banquet and formal served to kick off a rich and lively lifestyle that was to extend throughout the fall and the entire academic year.

A divisional championship and fourth place finish in the school by the racquetball team plus a divisional championship in Greek Week served to demonstrate the competitive spirit of the brotherhood.

Life at Psi U, though, extended beyond the social and athletic as the chapter continued its tradition of high fraternity academic placement and commenced the school year with a renewed emphasis and dedication toward improving this already high academic standing.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A brother struggles with his swim fin during Homecoming. A rushee is amused by a humorous story.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Tony Lee heads around the end for a gain. Brothers enjoy a lively game of foosball in the rec room.
The Georgia Phi chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon began its ninety-second year at Georgia Tech with another successful rush, pledging both freshmen and upperclassmen. This success was due in part to the appearance of several outstanding bands. At the Sweetheart Formal, an orchestra added a touch of class and assured a memorable evening. The affair was climaxed with the crowning of Kim Pace as the new Sigma Alpha Epsilon sweetheart.

As in the past, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fielded strong teams in most intramural sports. The soccer team won their division, and the football, basketball, and softball teams also finished strongly. Several golfers won their respective flights during the Spring Tournament. John Reay also won the National Sigma Alpha Epsilon Collegiate Tourney.

Though the Sigma Alpha Epsilon brotherhood places much emphasis on their social and athletic activities, it is, however, those spontaneous and unpredictable events that have made the "E"'s what they are today.

Where's the jukebox? ... Crystal, where's your pistol? ... Clark, telephone ... Don't throw at them, throw at the windows ... Boy's Life is a magazine ... Closet-reserved ... Rampant rod ... Where's the lion? ... Bring your friends ... You're the best ... Won't do no work ... You ram ... Dr. Chapstick ... Flowers, 3 strikes and you're out!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brothers enjoy the rare snowstorm. A new chorus is added to the song. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: A brother shares a new joke. Pomps are added to the display. A couple enjoys the post game band party.
The Beta Psi chapter started off the year on the right foot with a successful rush and 19 fine pledges. This success was carried over to the leukemia drive, in which the "Sigs" collected a large sum for a worthy charity.

Sigma Chi enjoyed a full social calendar. Bands such as "Echo" and the "Chapparels" played after every home football game. The chapter had mixers with various sororities. During the winter, the brothers enjoyed the Sweetheart Formal and the ski trip to Beech Mountain, North Carolina. Spring quarter was marked by the infamous Derby Days which benefitted Wallace Village for children.

Sigma Chi continued their strong showing in intramurals, as the bowling team attempted to defend their school championship of the past year.

Top, left to right: A couple really dips at the formal. The Homecoming display gradually takes shape. Mark Hemmer cools off. Bottom, left to right: Betsy Goff shows off her formal attire. A slow dance is always popular.
Active Social Life Features a Variety of House Parties

Sigma Nu — The Legion of Honor — a brotherhood of men. Sigma Nus do their best to perform honorably in all competitions, whether scholastic, interfraternal, or athletic.

Scholarship has been steadily improving with "Steak and Bean" suppers, those above the fraternity average eating steak and those below eating beans, providing a gastronomical bit of incentive.

In keeping with Sigma Nu tradition, involvement on campus and in the community has been diverse. Brothers have been active in the Georgia Tech Leukemia Drives, Interfraternity Council, Techwood Big Brother Program, Student Government and various other activities.

Besides campus and community service, the chapter also worked together on the fields of athletic competition. A school championship in street hockey, along with fraternity championships in street hockey and softball were gained this past year. The brothers found sports to be a great release from technically created frustrations, and enjoyed the opportunities to keep study-worn bodies in shape.

The social life at Sigma Nu was as diverse as the persons being sociable. This past year has seen punk, bluegrass, funk, rock and southern rock bands invade the humble ΣN abode. Besides the house-sanctioned parties, the active little sister group sponsored one or two happenings each quarter.

Brotherhood made things happen at Sigma Nu:

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Sigma Nu rush parties always have their share of girls. A brother drives past his opponent during intramural competition. Two brothers intently watch the action on the court. BOTTOM: A couple enjoys a dance during rush.
The Georgia Alpha Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon began this fall with its best rush in five years by pledging twenty-one new men.

This past summer, Georgia Alpha received the most prestigious award that can be given to an individual chapter: The Buchanan Outstanding Chapter Award. This award is given to chapters who are outstanding in all areas of function.

Sig Ep also showed its prowess on the sports field this past year by tying for the fraternity championship in wrestling and finishing as the runner up in the fraternity bowling league. Division championships were also won in ultimate frisbee and softball.

Homecoming brought further recognition to the brothers this year as they took third in both the contraption and classic car divisions.

The brothers also showed enthusiasm by participating in the Alumni Roll Call, roadblocking for Leukemia, collecting money for the World Student Fund, and publishing a third annual calendar to raise money for UNICEF.

Sappin ... Stop calling Goob funny names ... I ain't got a clue ... Tick ... Wally ... Be nice to penguins ... You're killin' me ... Kulas ... Sounds like a personal problem ...

TOP: A couple enjoys a slow dance at the Sig Ep formal. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: A brother concentrates on the wreck's controls. Old fraternity songs are sung again. The strain of the tug-o-war is evidenced on this competitor's face.
The Beta Pi chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon was named a Top Teke Chapter at this year’s national conclave. This award is given to a few chapters each year for excelling in community service and school involvement, and for being a well rounded group of men.

The Tekes changed the structure of their rush program to put more emphasis on winter and summer while still maintaining their traditionally active fall rush effort. Initiation potential, a combination of grades, leadership ability, and character is the watchword, and the chapter pledged twenty-six men with such potential during the summer and fall.

Tau Kappa Epsilon had a full social calendar, including Homecoming, the Red Carnation Ball, band parties, and a new Little Sister Rush. A winter trip to Boone, the spring beach trip, a mid-summer excursion to Brevard, North Carolina, and numerous mixers added spice to life around the house. Pre-game Bloody Mary parties helped pep up the fraters during football season.

The brothers fielded teams in every sport this year, and won first place in softball and second place in volleyball, cross country, and swimming. The football team, recovering from the recent loss of key players, continues to improve and looks forward to being a top contender.

Service projects were an integral part of life around the Teke house. Fraters worked at Atlanta Stadium selling hot dogs and beer to raise funds for projects around the house and in the community. In the spring, the chapter sponsored St. Jude’s Jam, a rock concert to benefit St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital. This year’s effort netted over four thousand dollars for this national charity. In addition, several thousand dollars were raised for leukemia during road blocks and in flea market booths manned by the Little Sister chapter.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Circle dancing is always popular at parties. The Homecoming display begins to take shape. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Two brothers entertain a female guest at the house. A jumper nets two points for the TEKES.
Rush Yields Thirty-six Pledges

Fall quarter began with Alpha Nu yielding one of its largest pledge classes in history with thirty-six fine men pledging Theta Chi. The addition of this large class encouraged the brothers to excel on the athletic field. Theta Chi won its third consecutive playoff berth in football, as well as strong showings in volleyball and ultimate frisbee.

They had him... Thet chi Prom... Wokka-Wokka... The shrine... The Temple... Space van... Thet Chi Garden Club... The basic three... EVERYBODY!!!... The Boys... The Ranch... Get you some.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Danny Brahama and his date are exhausted after the formal. Modern day gangsters protect the Theta Chi wreck.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Turner Punnett heads up the middle during intramurals. The framework of the Homecoming display is constructed.
Winter Quarter Sweetheart Banquet Provides Relief

The Beta Alpha Chapter of Theta Xi had a successful year in many ways. A strong class of associates was the result of an effective fall rush. The brotherhood and associates together worked on various fall activities. Homecoming week proved to be a busy one as the chapter labored to complete the Homecoming display. Theta Xi again fielded an intramural football team, emphasizing participation and enjoyment. The annual Veterans Day Run, a renewed tradition, was again a success. The Sweetheart Banquet, Theta Xi’s winter formal, was a welcome relief from the classroom.

Spring quarter festivities included participation in Greek Week and the annual 6294 Banquet. The most exciting event however was the Theta Xi Polesit. This was a benefit to raise money for Multiple Sclerosis, the fraternity’s national philanthropy.

With these activities and others, Theta Xi once again demonstrated its ideals of fellowship and strong brotherhood.


**TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT:** A batter looks for a hit. Final touches are added to the display. Another good meal is devoured. **BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:** A program is edited. One needs the right study conditions.
The Xi Chapter of Zeta Beta Tau experienced another successful and rewarding year. The brothers successfully participated in many extra curricular activities, and sports was one of the highlights of the year as ZBT dominated Tornado League athletics with first place finishes in volleyball, bowling, hockey, and softball. Homecoming also illustrated the enthusiasm of the brotherhood. The ZBT wreck took second place in the fixed body class of the Ramblin’ Wreck Parade. ZBT ran a profitable gambling table for “The Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Night on the Town” benefit for Leukemia. Also in two other Homecoming events, the Stock Market Olympics and the costume contest, ZBT finished third overall. Social activities were also rewarding. The annual spring beach trip to Panama City Beach, Florida was enjoyed by brothers and little sisters alike.

After Fall rush the brothers were joined by a group of fine pledges which provided a renewed vitality to the chapter.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: ZBT wreck glides down Fowler Street. A brother slams the puck up the court. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Racers hustle to the finish line. End run produces needed yardage.
ZETA BETA TAU

Enthusiasm Results in Successes